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Working with Color

• Color can be complex

• Goal today is give you some tools to think about color and paint so 
you don’t have to learn by trial and error

• Topics 
• Characteristics of Color

• Color and value: ink wash demo

• Characteristics of Paint

• Color wheel demo on ipad

• Relating paints to colors 

• Characteristics of the Color wheel 
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First Time I 
Successfully 
Mixed Colors…
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Basic Characteristics of Color
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Hue =“name” of 
the color

Chroma = intensity 
or purity of the 

color, or 
brightness/dullness

High Chroma

Low Chroma

Green

Violet

Value = light or 
dark, place on a 

value scale 

Temperature=
cool or warm

Warm 

Cool 



“ Color gets 
all the 
credit, but 
values do all 
the work” 



Let’s try a B/W 
demo with 
diluted ink in a 
water brush
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Let’s try a B/W 
demo with 
diluted ink in a 
water brush
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Ink-water brush value scale. Pens 
are mixed for values 1 and 4. The 
4 value should probably diluted 
with water to make it lighter

1
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Basic Characteristics of Paint
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• Color name or hue: Given an industry standard Code, Burnt 
Umber =PBr-7

• Lightfastness: Degree to which light will cause fading
• Transparent/Opaque: covering capacity
• Surface finish from Matte (not reflective) to glossy 

(reflective) 
• Physical consistency from thin to thick 
• Tinting strength: Concentration of a color 
• Series: refers to expense or quality of the paint



• Hue 

• Lightfastness 

• Transparent/Opaque

• Surface finish

• Physical consistency 

• Tinting strength 

• Series



Topics in Color
• Try video demo ink wash

• Story about buying different color paints on irises

• Relate colors to names of paints

• https://i.pinimg.com/736x/21/fa/dd/21fadd38dc807449f97fa974134eae0e.jpg

• http://drewharkey.com/research/color/color-wheel/

• https://www.handprint.com/HP/WCL/cwheel06.html

• Qualities of color hue, chroma, value, transparent etc. 

• Qualities of paint, number opaque, lightfastness 

• Six and 12-color wheels, naming conventions

• Mixing color 

• Opposites-dull, adjacents bright

• Examples, greens in TN

• Color schemes split complementary, triangle, etc. gamut? 

• Only want 3-5 colors in a sketch

• Earth colors

• Color temperature advance/retreat

• Bibliography gurney, acrylics

• Check pin video

• Black/no black

• Grays Opposites+ brown and white

• 6th lecture-process example, pencil, pen, color, large/small, then my examples. 
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https://i.pinimg.com/736x/21/fa/dd/21fadd38dc807449f97fa974134eae0e.jpg
http://drewharkey.com/research/color/color-wheel/


Color Wheel Demo-Six-Color Wheel
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P=Primary 
S=Secondary



Color Wheel Demo: Twelve-Color Wheel
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I did this color 
wheel before class 
on the ipad-I think 
the color separation 
is better in this one. 



Relating Paints to the Color Wheel

• Good references for relating colors to names of paints
• http://drewharkey.com/research/color/color-wheel/

• Nice color wheel to work from, good discussion of color and color wheel

• https://i.pinimg.com/736x/21/fa/dd/21fadd38dc807449f97fa974134eae0e.jpg
• Lists the names various hues of paints related to their color

• https://www.handprint.com/HP/WCL/cwheel06.html
• Shows the names of paints on top of an ideal color wheel 
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http://drewharkey.com/research/color/color-wheel/
https://i.pinimg.com/736x/21/fa/dd/21fadd38dc807449f97fa974134eae0e.jpg
https://www.handprint.com/HP/WCL/cwheel06.html
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Drew Harkey Color Wheel 

Main Color 

Main Color  mixed 
with varying 
amounts of white
(pastels)  

Main Color  mixed 
with varying 
amounts of 
opposite color 
(complement) 
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Drew Harkey Color Wheel: Compliments 

Light blue is the  
complement of 
red-orange) 

Red Orange is the  
complement of 
light blue 

Use complements 
to: 
Dull down a color
Add contrast and 
vibrancy

Mixing Rule: 
Far colors are dull 
when mixed, 
Near colors are 
bight when mixed
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Drew Harkey Color Wheel: Temperature

Warm Part of color 
wheel
Yellow is warmest, 
Followed by red

Cool half of the 
color wheel: Blue 
considered coolest

Rule of Temperature: 
Warm advances towards 
the viewer,
Cool recedes from viewer

Aerial Perspective: 
Things get cooler and bluer 
the further away they are 
from the viewer 
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Drew Harkey Color Wheel: Gamut, Limited Palette

Warm Part of color 
wheel
Yellow is warmest, 
Followed by red

Gamut: portion of 
the color wheel 
that is reachable 
with your basic 
primary colors. 

Suppose you choose 
yellow-green, orange, and 
blue-violet as your three 
colors

You can mix the whole 
range of intermediat colors 
shown in the “gamut” 



Pinimg.com
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See link previous slide 



Bruce MacAvoy’s Color Wheel
• https://www.handprint.com/HP/WCL/cwheel06.html

• Shows the names of paints on top of an ideal color wheel 
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https://www.handprint.com/HP/WCL/cwheel06.html
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Final Thoughts

• Make your own color wheel this week 

• Tools in the tool box: 
• Color wheel

• Mixing Rule-nearby colors mix bright, far colors mix dull 

• Use complements to dull down bright colors to more natural chroma

• Remember that value does most of the work 

• Arial Perspective: Use warm/high Chroma colors to make objects advance, 
cool/low chroma colors to make objects recede

• You only need about 3-4 colors in a sketch-simplifies your color 
decisions
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